
Project 2

CS 4235 Spring 2010
Project 2 is to be completed in groups as assigned by the instructors. The assignment is

due on Tuesday, February 23 at 4:25 PM. The assignment will be accepted until February
26 at 4:25 PM with a late penalty of 5% per day, with fractional-day penalties rounded to the
nearest hour. At least one group member must upload the project to t-square, while other
group members may make an inline submission saying which partner provided the attachment.
All students must submit something to t-square to receive full credit.

This assignment is loosely based on a true story from the cold war. The purpose of this
assignment is to gain first-hand experience with cryptanalysis. You will construct a system that
uses one-time pads for encryption and decryption, and then perform cryptanalysis in order to
decode messages.

The cryptosystem works as follows: All messages come in the form of an 80 column by
50 row character matrix, with all the characters being “printable ASCII” (including the space
character, characters 32 - 126). Those using the system also have a supply of one-time pads.
(In a real-world scenario, an agent would pick up a fixed supply of such pads from their agency
before leaving for an assignment.) Encryption is accomplished by “adding” the text from the
original message with the one-time pad. In this system, adding is accomplished by adding the
ASCII zero-shifted values of the two corresponding characters with modular arithmetic. For
example, if the first character of the message were a and the first character of the one-time pad
were $, we would add the corresponding shifted ASCII values and get (97−32)+(36−32) = 69
(mod 95), then re-shift to get 69 + 32 = 101, or e. To decrypt, take e “minus” $, which is
(101 − 32) − (36 − 32) = 65 (mod 95), then re-shift to get 65 + 32 = 97, which is the original
a. Another example: P + t ⇒ (80− 32) + (116− 32) = 37 (mod 95), 37 + 32 = 69, or E, E - t
⇒ (69− 32)− (116− 32) = 48 (mod 95), 48 + 32 = 80, or P.

As a final example, if you think of each 80 column by 50 row page as a matrix, the equation
below describes the act of encrypting a sample page with a sample one-time pad (note the space
characters in the last column of the one-time pad):


a b · · · c
d e · · · f
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g h · · · i
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j k · · ·
l m · · ·
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n o · · ·


one−timepad
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L N · · · c
Q S · · · f
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V W · · · i


cyphertext

The cryptosystem has been deployed with two major problems. Problem number 1 is that
the random character generator broke and the agency staff have been photocopying their “one-
time pads” (thus making them no longer one-time pads), and due to a justification bug the last
column of every one-time pads is all spaces (ASCII character 20).

Using these two bits of information, your task is to construct a simulation for this cryp-
tosystem, and to then break the cryptosystem using one or both of the two flaws described
above. The real-world scenario you’re emulating is that you can create messages and see the



resulting cyphertext, with the enemy agency doing the encryption. You’ll also be implementing
the enemy agency step of doing the encryption with the flawed one-time pads, but obviously
you need to write your project so that you don’t “cheat” and just look at it, and instead recover
it via the known plaintext attack.

The output from your project must include:

• A work plan that describes how the project is divided between group members. It’s fine
for there to be some tasks that are shared, but “everybody does everything” isn’t a good
plan.

• Code and sample output that shows you can encrypt and decrypt the messages and
generate the one-time pads as described above. It needs to be automatic enough that a
grader can follow some simple instructions to provide a one-time pad and observe that the
code encrypts and decrypts messages with that pad, and so that the grader can recover
the pad by initiating a known-plaintext attack.

• Documentation and code that shows how you can use large amounts of cyphertext and
knowledge of the flaws to recover plaintext.

• Analysis of the performance of your algorithm/implementation as measured by showing
CPU time consumed to decrypt messages (both for one and for multiple one-time pads).
In other words, show the time to decrypt the message given that you have to recover the
one-time pad using a known-plaintext attack.

Suggested approach: Consider the case in which only one pad is used over and over. If an
attacker can capture enough cyphertext, they can start to do an analysis of the frequency of
particular letters. ScrabbleTMteaches us that the letter e is the most commonly used letter in
the English language, which could allow you to conclude that a certain position’s most common
output corresponds to e and thus reverse-engineer the “key” for that position. In the case of
multiple one-time pads, your algorithm will need to assume several are in use and try the above
technique under varying assumptions of how many. We suggest worrying about the one one-
time pad case to start with and expanding from there. You may assume that no more than 16
are in use. You can find any large English text files you want online to do your experiments. We
suggest running a filter over them to replace all non-printable ASCII characters with spaces.

Administrivia: Please try to work out project partner issues internally, but if you can’t
please contact Ikpeme to report the problem. Do not wait until the last minute to report
problems, or your grade will suffer as a result. You should plan to confirm your ability
to log into the states cluster as soon as possible so that administrative issues can be resolved
quickly. You may use any programming language that you like, so long as the code can
be run on the states cluster. Mike and Ikpeme claim to know C, C++, java, perl, and python,
so useful programming assistance will be available from them only in those languages. Please
check t-square for updates to the assignment...inevitably some important bit of information has
been left out of this document.

Good luck!


